
Communication Genius
1. Communication preparation 

algorithm

Lesson's goal

We learn to tune in to the audience 
and choose the right format and 
moment of communication

Recommended a book

Pamela Druckerman - French 
Children Don't Throw Food "Stay attuned"

The purpose of communication is
to achieve my goal

The goal should be set!

The goal should be right!
don't judge others

mind your own business

If you have many goals - choose the main one

(The half of the success) What is your real goal?
Write down your goal in short

(The other half the success) The goal leads to desired result if
you are attuned to

Audience You must always know who is in front of you
Gather this information from 
different sources of information first of all from experts

Format

Timing (duration)

At TED speaker conference, people 
talk no longer than 18 minutes

TED recommends to tell a story or 
joke every 3-5 minutes 

Online communication is even more 
challenging. You should think about 
interactive engagment

Place Must be convenient for the goal

Dress-code

However, if you goal is to break the 
rules and be remembered, you can 
break the rule

Genge There is no right or wrong genre But don't break the rules of selected genre!

Do not criticize in brainstorming

If you're having a meeting, don't 
work in the monologue genre

If you have a debate, give each 
participant the opportunity to 
express their point of view and 
respond to the opponent's attacks.

Moment Choose the right moment!

You have to understand what is 
happening right now

what people's attention is directed to

people's mood

Examples of bad moments

If it is Trump vs Biden debate

If in the next audience, someone 
works with a perforator :-)

If exchange rates suddenly 
skyrocketed

When people are focused on the 
food (or waiting for the food) or 
busy with something

If you want to say sad things when 
people are celebrating and vice 
versa

There are exceptions to this rule e.g. saying fun story at funeral But you should be great communicator

Moment is what can make you 
change the format in an instant!

Example

You are giving a lecture in 
November, outside the window - 
hopeless grayness

And suddenly the clouds disperse, 
everyone sees the blue sky, the 
bright sun

The best you can do: "Friends, let's 
finish for today and go outside: we 
will have time to catch at least half 
an hour of sun"

Any prepared things should play a 
wedding with the moment

If the wedding is not there, remove 
the preparation. Seize the moment!

Empathy

the presence of a flair for a person 
and for a moment

Example

Once there was a meeting in a large 
industrial corporation: each of the 
specialists defended his project. 
The timing dragged on: it was 
already the third hour of the 
meeting. People are terribly tired.

And suddenly another applicant 
came out and wittily joked: “I was so 
hoping that you would all fall asleep, 
but some, unfortunately, are not 
sleeping yet.”


